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Knit Products of Some Groups and Their Applications
FIRAT ATES
Î (*) - A. SINAN C
Ë EVIK (**)

ABSTRACT - Let G be a group with subgroups A and K (not necessarily normal) such
that G  AK and A \ K  f1g. Then G is isomorphic to the knit product, that is,
the ``two-sided semidirect product'' of K by A. We note that knit products coincide with Zappa-Szep products (see [18]).
In this paper, as an application of [2, Lemma 3.16], we first define a presentation for the knit product G where A and K are finite cyclic subgroups. Then
we give an example of this presentation by considering the (extended) Hecke
groups. After that, by defining the Schur multiplier of G, we present sufficient
conditions for the presentation of G to be efficient. In the final part of this paper,
by examining the knit product of a free group of rank n by an infinite cyclic
group, we give necessary and sufficient conditions for this special knit product to
be subgroup separable.

1. Introduction.
The structure of semidirect products is well known. In fact the semidirect product of any two groups is a generalization of the direct product of
these two groups which requires at least one of the factors to be normal in
the product. In another words, if a group G is a product AB of two subgroups with A normal and A \ B  f1g then conjugation of A by the elements of B gives an action of B on A by automorphisms. Moreover, if A and
B are groups not known to be subgroups of another group and there is an
action of B on A by automorphisms then a group structure (the semidirect
product) on the set A  B can be defined so that conjugation of A  f1g by
elements of f1g  B mirrors the given action.
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The next step along this path is the Zappa-Szep product of any two
groups, which requires neither of the factors to be normal in the product.
In other words, if the subgroup A is not assumed to be normal then a similar situation exists. We first look at groups to get the main parts. Let G
be a group with identity f1g, subgroups A, K satisfying K \ A  f1g and
G  AK. Then each g 2 G is uniquely expressible as g  ak with k 2 K and
a 2 A. We are now in a position to reserve certain products with a 2 A and
k 2 K by considering ak 2 G. We must have unique elements k0 2 K and
a0 2 A such that ka  a0 k0 . This defines two functions
(k; a) 7 ! ka 2 K;

(1)

(k; a) 7 ! k:a 2 A

(in fact these were called the mutual actions defined by the multiplication
by Brin in [2]) that are unique subject to the relation
ka  (k:a)(ka );

(2)

for all k 2 K and a 2 A. We remark that the details of the above material
can be found in [2]. We also note that the terminology Zappa-Szep product
was developed and suggested by G. Zappa in [20].
Moreover, in [14], it is proved that if a Lie algebra is the direct sum of
two sub Lie algebras then one can write the bracket in a way that mimics
semidirect products on both sides. This construction is called the knit
product of graded Lie algebras. Additionally, in [14], the behaviour of
homomorphisms with respect to knit products was investigated. The integrated version of a knit product of Lie algebras will be called the knit
product of groups which coincides with the Zappa-Szep product (see [18]).
Throughout this paper the notation Zn denotes the cyclic group of order n, Dn denotes the dihedral group of order 2n and Sn denotes the symetric group of order n!, where n 2 N.

2. Preliminaries.
In this section we define the knit product of any two groups by using the
action given (1) and then give a standard presentation for this product. We
note that material similar to this section may also be found in [2] and [14].
Let A and K be subgroups of a group G as defined in the previous section.
LEMMA 2.1.

~ for (A; K) are mappings
The knitted pair of actions (~a; b)
~
a : K  A ! A;
(k; a) 7 ! k:a;

b~ : K  A ! K
(k; a) 7 ! ka
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such that
i) a : K ! Aut(A) is a group homomorphism, so ak1 (ak2 )  ak1 k2
and a1  IdA , where ak (a) : ~
a(k; a),
ii) b : A ! Aut(K) is a group anti homomorphism, in other
~ a),
words, b a1 (b a2 )  ba2 a1 and b1  IdK , where ba (k) : b(k;
iii) ak (a1 a2 )  ak (a1 ):aba (k) (a2 ),
1
iv) ba (k1 k2 )  b ak (a) (k1 ):b a (k2 ),
2
for all a; a1 ; a2 2 A, k; k1 ; k2 2 K.
One may find the proof of the above lemma in [2, Lemma 3.2] or [14].
Moreover, by considering the actions given in (1), knit products of groups
can be defined as follows.
DEFINITION 2.2. Let A and K be groups, and let a, b be homomorphisms
defined by
b : A ! Aut(K); a 7 ! ba and a : K ! Aut(A); k 7 ! ak
respectively, for all a 2 A and k 2 K. Then the ``knit product'' G  A (a;b) K
of K by A is defined on the set A  K by the following operation:
(3)

(a1 ; k1 )(a2 ; k2 )  (a1 ak1 (a2 ); ba2 (k1 )k2 ):

The identity is (1; 1) and the inverse of an element (a; k) is
(a; k)

1

 (ak 1 (a 1 ); b a 1 (k 1 )):

In fact A  f1g and f1g  K are subgroups of A (a;b) K which are isomorphic to A and K, respectively.
Similar definitions of knit product can also be found in [2], [14] and [18].
(We note that if A and K are topological groups or Lie groups and ~a, b~ are
continuous or smooth, then A (a;b) K is also a topological group or Lie
group, respectively, which will not be needed in this paper).
REMARK 2.3. 1) In Definition 2.2, if a  IdA (or b  IdB ) then the knit
product A (a;b) K becomes the semidirect product.
2) We know that the semidirect product of any two groups is actually equivalent to the split extension. Also, by the previous material, the
knit product can be thought as a two-sided semidirect product by assuming the factors not to be normal. Therefore knit products can also be
regarded as a type of split extension. To show this fact, it is enough to
generalize Propositions 2:1 and 2:3 given in [3, Chapter IV].
One can find an earlier proof for the following result in [14].
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PROPOSITION 2.4. Let G be a group and A, K be subgroups of G.
Suppose that G  AK and A \ K  f1g. Then G  A (a;b) K.
~ a) be the unique decomposition of k:a in
PROOF. Let k:a  ~
a(k; a):b(k;
G  AK. Then
(4)

~ 1 ; a2 )k2  (a1 ak (a2 )):(b (k1 )k2 ):
a1 k1 a2 k2  a1 ~
a(k1 ; a2 )b(k
a2
1

~ satisfies the
Thus we just need to show that the knitted pair of actions (~a; b)
~ a)  1,
four conditions of Lemma 2.1. It is clear that we have ~a(1; a)  a, b(1;
~
~
a(k; 1)  1, b(k; 1)  k. In fact comparing coefficients in the law of associativity of G gives two equations. Then setting suitable elements in these
equations to 1 gives all conditions of Lemma 2.1.
p
In [2], Brin defined a standard presentation for the knit product of
groups (and monoids as well) by stating a similar version of the following
lemma.
LEMMA 2.5 [2, Lemma 3.16]. Suppose that P A  h X ; Ri and P K 
 hY ; Si are presentations for the groups A and K, respectively under the
maps y 7 ! ky (y 2 Y), x 7 ! ax (x 2 X) with X \ Y  ;. Then a presentation
for the structure defined by (3) on A  K is
P  h X; Y; R; S; T i
in which T consists of all pairs (yx; (y:x)(yx )), as given in (2), for
(y; x) 2 K  A.

3. The knit product of cyclic groups.
In this section, as an application of Lemma 2.5, we will define a presentation (see Proposition 3.1 below) for the knit product of finite cyclic
groups in terms of the generators and relators of these groups. After that,
by taking A an infinite group and K  Zp (p a prime), we will give an
example of the knit product for the infinite case.
Let A and K be both Zn and Zm generated by x and y, respectively, and
let G be the knit product A (a;b) K, where a : K ! Aut(A) and
b : A ! Aut(K). We then have
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let P A  hx ; xn i and P K  hy ; ym i be presentam
tions for the groups A and K, respectively. Suppose that xt 1  1A and
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 1B (1  jtj5n, 1  jlj5m). Then G has a presentation
P G  x; y ; xn ; ym ; Tyx ;

(5)

where Tyx consists of all pairs (yx; xt yl ).
PROOF. Let dt (1  jtj5n) and c l (1  jlj5m) be automorphisms of A
m
n
and K, respectively. Assume that xt  x and yl  y. Then we have mappings y ! Aut(A) and x ! Aut(K). By [7], these induce homomorphisms
a

: K

!

Aut(A)

y

7 !

dt ;

and

b

: A

!

Aut(K)

x

7 !

cl

if and only if
dm
t  idA

and

c nl  idB :

By the assumption on the generator x, the homomorphisms dm
t and idA are

[x]id
.
Similarly,
by
the
assumption
on y, c nl and
equal if and only if [x]dm
A
t
n
idB are equal if and only if [y]c l  [y]idB . These imply that yx  xt yl .
Hence, by Lemma 2.5, we obtain the presentation P G in (5) for the group
p
Zn (a;b) Zm .
EXAMPLE 3.2. For any prime p, let us determine Z2 (a;b) Zp . So
suppose that hx; x2 i and hy; yp i are the presentations for Z2 and
Zp , respectively. Then the homomorphisms b : Z2 ! Aut(Zp )  Zp 1
and a : Zp ! Aut(Z2 ) are defined by x 7 ! bx : y 7 ! y 1 and
y 7 ! ay : x 7 ! x 1 , respectively. Hence, by Proposition 3.1, we have
a presentation hx; y ; x2 ; yp ; yx  x 1 y 1 i for the group Z2 (a;b) Zp .
In fact this presentation can be written as hx; y ; x2 ; yp ; (yx)2 i, and
so this implies that Z2 (a;b) Zp  Dp . In particular, if we take
p  2 then we obtain Z2 (a;b) Z3  D3  S3 .
Actually if we choose any positive integer m instead of p in the above
calculations then we obtain Z2 (a;b) Zm  Dm , where m  2.
The following example, obtained by considering the (extended) Hecke
groups, is an application about infinite case for the presentation P, defined
in Lemma 2.5. We note that the fundamental material about (extended)
Hecke groups can be found, for instance, in [11, 17]. Recall that Hecke
groups H(lq ) are presented by hx; y; x2 ; yq i while extended Hecke groups
H(lq ) are presented by hx; y; r; x2 ; yq ; r2 ; (xr)2 ; (yr)2 i. In fact H(lq ) 
 D2 Z2 Dq .
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EXAMPLE 3.3. Let A be the Hecke group H(lq ), where q  3 and
q 2 Z . Also let K be the group Zp generated by r, where p is a prime.
Let us consider the homomorphisms
a

: Zp
r

!
7 !

H(lq )
ar (x)  x

and

b

:

H(lq )

!

Zp

x

7 !

b x (r)  r t

y

7 !

by (r)  r s

1

ar (y)  y j
where 1  t; s5p, 1  j5q such that x
We then get the relators
ry  ar (y)by (r)  y j rs

and

1p

p

2

q

 x, y j  y, rt  r and rs  r.
rx  ar (x)bx (r)  x 1 rt :

Hence, by Lemma 2.5,
P  x; y; r; x2 ; yq ; rp ; ry  y j r s ; rx  x 1 rt

(6)

is a presentation for the group H(lq ) (a;b) Zp .
In presentation (6), we can choose p  2, s  1 and j  t 
2
2
q
2
have x 1  x, y 1  y, r 1  r and r 1  r. Therefore

1 since we

H(lq ) (a;b) Z2  H(lq )  D2 Z2 Dq :

3.1 ± The Schur multiplier.
In this part of the section we define the Schur multiplier (or, equivalently, the second homology group) of the knit product of two finite cyclic
groups.
Let K be a cyclic group of order m with a presentation P K  hy ; ym i,
and let A be cyclic group of order p (p is a prime) with a presentation
P A  hx ; xp i. Then, by Proposition 3.1, a presentation for G  A (a;b) K
is given by
P  hx; y ; x p ; ym ; yx  xt yl i;

(7)
where xt
that

m

1

 1 and yl

p

1

 1 such that 1  jtj5n and 1  jlj5m. Suppose

 (l 1; md)  d with d  (l
 lp  1(mod md).

1; m) and

We then have the following result.
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Let G be the knit product with presentation P as in (7).
(
H2 (G) 

f1g

if d  1;

Zp

if d  p:

Before giving a proof of this result, we should note that the equivalence
class containing a factor set g of G will be denoted by fgg. Let M be an
algebraically closed field of characteristic zero with its multiplicative group
M  M f0g. The set H2 (G; M ) (which we denote it by H2 (G)) of all
equivalence classes of factor sets of G over M forms an abelian group under
the multiplication defined by fg1 gfg2 g  fg1 g2 g. This group is called the
Schur multiplier of G, and it is actually the second homology group where
M is a trivial G-module. We refer the reader to [12] for the details and
applications of the Schur multiplier.
PROOF. Suppose that d  1. Then p does not divide m and hence every
Sylow subgroups of G is cyclic, that is H2 (G)  f1g.
Now assume that d  p. In that case we will show that H2 (G) is a cyclic
group of order p with
p
t 1
l
G1  hy1 ; x1 ; ymp
1 ; x1 ; (x1 ) y1 x1  y1 i

is a representation group of G. Since G is generated by two elements and
has three relators, by [15], H2 (G) must be cyclic. On the other hand, G has a
subgroup hxi of index p. Hence jH2 (G)j  p. Moreover, by the assumption,
p
since p j m and yl 1  1 then (l; m)  1. It follows that (l; mp)  1. Then
we have lp  1(mod mp). Hence G1 is a well-defined group. By [15, Proposition 2.2], we have
[G1 ; G1 ]  hyl1 1 i  hyp1 i

and

Z(G1 )  hym
1 i:

Therefore hym
1 i  [G1 ; G1 ] \ Z(G1 ) and, by the isomorphism theorem, we
obtain G1 =hym
1 i  G. Hence it follows that jH2 (G)j  p. Therefore, H2 (G) is
p
cyclic of order p, and G1 is a representation group of G.

3.2 ± Efficiency.
In this part, let us recall the definition of efficiency on groups and then
give a result about efficiency for the knit product of finite cyclic groups by
considering Theorem 3.4.
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Let G be a finitely presented group, and let P  hx ; ri be a finite
presentation for G. Then the Euler characteristic of P is defined by
x(P)  1 jxj  jrj, where j : j denotes the number of elements in the set.
Let d(G)  1 rkZ (H1 (G))  d(H2 (G)) where rkZ ( : ) denotes the Z-rank of
the torsion-free part and d( : ) means the minimal number of generators.
Then, by [9], for the presentation P, it is always true that x(P)  d(G). We
then define x(G)  minfx(P) : P is a finite presentation for Gg: In view
of these facts, for a group G, we say that a presentation P 0 for G is called
minimal if x(P 0 )  x(P), for all presentations P of G and a presentation
P 0 is called efficient if x(P 0 )  d(G).
A brief survey of known results on efficiency can be found in [6]. In fact
there is interest not only in finding efficient presentations, but also finding
presentations which are efficient on the minimal number of generators (see
[19]).
Let d  p in Theorem 3.4. Then we have the following result.
THEOREM 3.5. Let G  Zp (a;b) Zm with a presentation P as in (7).
Suppose that (l 1; mp)  p with p  (l 1; m) and lp  1(mod mp). Then
P is an efficient presentation on 2-generators for the group G.
PROOF. First of all let us consider the lower bound d(G) of G. Since the
order of G is mp (by considering Remark 2.3-2)), we get rkZ (H1 (G))  0.
Thus we have d(G)  1  d(H2 (G)). Actually, by Theorem 3.4, H2 (G)  Zp
and so d(H2 (G))  1. Hence d(G)  2. In the second part of the proof, a
simple calculation shows that the Euler characteristic of P is equal to 2.
Hence d(G)  x(P) and so P is an efficient presentation. Moreover, since G
is a 2-generator group, we cannot apply any reduction on the generating set
of P, which means this efficient presentation P must have 2 generators, as
required.
p
As an application of Theorem 3.5, let us choose t  1, l  1 and
p  2. Then we get the dihedral group Dm of order 2m (m  2) presented by
(8)

P  hx; y ; x2 ; ym ; (yx)2 i:

Thus a straightforward computation shows that
COROLLARY 3.6. P, as in (8), is an efficient presentation for the group
Dm if m is even integer greater than or equal to 4.
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REMARK 3.7. In Theorem 3.5, if d  1 then H2 (G) is trivial (by Theorem 3.4), and so d(H2 (G))  0. Thus this gives the inefficiency of the
presentation P. Therefore it might be useful to study whether or not the
presentation P in (7) is minimal when d  1.
REMARK 3.8. In Example 3.3, up to isomorphism, we obtained a
presentation for the extended Hecke group H(lq ). In fact the efficiency of
H(lq ) has been examined under certain conditions in [8].

4. Subgroup separability of F (a;b) Z.
In [10, Problem 5], Scott asked a question which was whether all
semidirect products F a Z with a 2 Aut(F) are subgroup separable. We
should note that the first negative answer was given by Burns, Karras and
Solitar in [4]. After that it has been positively answered by Metaftsis and
Raptis [13, Corollary 3].
Now our aim is to lift the problem above to knit products. Thus, by
considering the knit product of a free group of rank n by infinite cyclic
group, we give a partial answer to it.
By using the following lemma, we will give necessary and sufficient
conditions for the knit product F (a;b) Z to be subgroup separable. We
recall that a group G is said to be subgroup separable if, for every finitely
generated subgroup H of G, H is the intersection of finite index subgroup
of G.
LEMMA 4.1 ([13)]. Let K be a finitely generated abelian group and let A,
B be subgroups of K such that G is the HNN-extension
G  ht; K ; t 1 At  Bi:
Then G is subgroup separable if and only if A \ B is a subgroup of finite
index in both A and B, and there is a finitely generated normal subgroup of
G, say H, such that H has finite index in A \ B.
Before giving our theorem, let us give the definition of right layered
basis which will be needed for our result. Suppose that a is an automorphism of the free group F having rank n and X  fx1 ; x2 ;    ; xn g is a
basis for F. Then X is a right layered basis for a if
(9)

a(x1 )  x1

and

a(xi )  xi wi ;
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where wi 2 F(x1 ;    ; xi 1 ) for 2  i  n. The existence of a right layered
basis for an automorphism of free groups with rank n has been shown in [5].
Let us consider G  F (a;b) Z. We then have the following result.
THEOREM 4.2.
automorphism.

G is subgroup separable if and only if a is the identity

PROOF. Let us suppose the set Z is generated by y. Also let us
assume 1 6 a 2 Aut(F) such that there exists a right layered basis
X  fx1 ; x2 ;    ; xn g for a as in (9). Therefore, by Lemma 2.5, one can
easily show that G has a presentation
G  hx1 ; x2 ;    ; xn ; y ; yx1  x1 y j1 ; yx2  x2 w2 y j2 ;    ; yxn  xn wn y jn i;
where wi 's are words as in (9) and each ji (1  i  n) is an integer. Since
a 6 1, at least one element of the wi 's is a non-trivial word. Let ws be the
first such a word, where ws 2 F(x1 ; x2 ;    ; xs 1 ). Then we can choose
ws  xm1 xm2    xms 1 such that xm1 ; xm2 ;    ; xms 1 2 fx1 ; x2 ;    ; xs 1 g. Also
let H be a subgroup of G generated by fxs ; ws ; yg. Then H has a presentation of the form
H  hxs ; ws ; y ; yws y

ji1

 xm1 y ji1

yxs y

ji2

 xs ws

1

xm2 y ji1

1

   xms 1 y ji1

1

;

(1  ji1 ; ji2  n)i

since yxmk y ji1  xmk for all 1  mk  s 1. In this step, let us take
ji1  1  ji2 . Then the above presentation can be rewritten as follows:
H  hxs ; ws ; y ; yws y

1

 ws ; xs 1 yxs  yws i:

This means H is an HNN-extension with base group K that is a free abelian
group of rank two generated by fws ; yg and stable letter xs . Let the isomorphic subgroups of K be C and D generated by fyg and fyws g, respectively. It is obvious that C \ D  f1g and, by Lemma 4.1, H is not subgroup
separable. Therefore G cannot be subgroup separable since it contains H
which gives a contradiction by the assumption a 6 1.
On the other hand, let a  1. Then G  Zb F which is subgroup separable since it has index two subgroup isomorphic to Z  F which is
subgroup separable. Thus G is subgroup separable (by the results given
in [1, 16]), as required.
p
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